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Frequent occurrences of hurricanes in the coastal areas of the United States in recent 
times have indicated the necessity of comprehensive evacuation planning. Failure to 
ensure efficient and timely evacuation causes devastating impacts including loss of lives 
and property damages. In order to ensure efficient evacuation, emergency officials need 
to understand how households make evacuation decisions and how their decisions can be 
influenced. Households’ decisions to evacuate/stay, time of departure, route choice and 
destination choice are four fundamental behavioral issues in the evacuation process. In 
this thesis, we develop a joint modeling approach for both household-level evacuation 
decision and departure time. Unlike many other previous works, the major contribution of 
the work is the inclusion of dynamic variables, such as strength or category of hurricane, 
direction of hurricane, height of coastal flooding etc.. A random parameter binary logit 
model of the evacuate/stay decision at discrete time intervals has been developed 
considering not only several static factors, such as, socio-economic characteristics, 
mandatory/voluntary notice to evacuate, but also the dynamic nature of the hurricane 
itself. Data from a post storm assessment survey of Hurricane Ivan has been used to 






the published advisories of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
website. These two datasets have been merged to produce an unbalanced panel data for 
analysis. The model results indicate that: (1) the rate of evacuating households increases 
as landfall approaches, (2) maximum number of households evacuate on the last day 
before landfall and (3) households prefer to evacuate in the morning and afternoon 
periods than night and late nights.  
Furthermore, the results show that receiving a mandatory notice or even a voluntary 
notice increases the probability to evacuate rather than receiving no notice. Moreover, the 
number of vehicles, number of children, post graduate degree, mobile house, and 
ownership of house are some other statistically significant variables. Using the insights of 
our model, the emergency officials can implement policy level decisions like imposing 
contra flow to ensure efficient evacuation. In addition, this model has been implemented 
in an agent based simulator (Repast Simphony) to obtain dynamic demand, which will 







CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
Hurricanes are among the most dangerous as well as costly natural disasters in the United 
States. From 1981 to 2010, hurricanes were responsible on average for about 47 fatalities 
per year. Compared to floods, tornados and lightning related events, it has one of the 
highest fatality rates. However, the average fatalities per year related to hurricanes 
increases to 116 between 2001 to 2010, which rank hurricanes as the most deadly natural 
hazards (NOAA, 2011). In the 2005 season, there were 14 hurricanes, three of which 
were among the most powerful and costly in the 154 years history of record keeping in 
the Atlantic Basin (Wolshon, 2006). For instance, the 2005 Atlantic hurricane season in 
the United States had an estimated direct social cost of approximately 2,300 deaths and 
damages of over $130 billion (NHC, 2006). Hurricane Ivan was the third most costly 
disaster in the US, with nearly $14.2 billion in damage and 92 deaths (Franklin et al., 
2005). Hurricane evacuations are becoming increasingly problematic due to the steady 
population growth along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts as well as inability of the 
transportation infrastructure to keep pace with demand. As a result, congestion is usually 
a characteristic of evacuation and could cause 10 - 20 hour delays if the total evacuation 
is not managed properly (Lindell et al., 2005). Moreover, if the evacuation routes run 






 massive loss of life among the people trapped in congestion. For example, during 
Hurricane Ivan, a portion of the Interstate 10 bridge system over Pensacola Bay was 
severely damaged; about a quarter-mile of the bridge collapsed into the bay. US Highway 
90 was also heavily damaged (Franklin et al., 2005). Table 1.1 shows the normalized 
costs of the top 20 damaging storms from 1900 to 2005 (Pielke et al., 2008). The costs 
are normalized using two approaches. One is methodology used by Pielke and Landsea 
(1998), adjusting for inflation, wealth, and population updated to 2005, called PL05. The 
other one is methodology used by Collins and Lowe (2001), adjusting for inflation, 
wealth, and housing units updated to 2005, called CL05. 
 





                                                 







In order to minimize loss of lives and property damages, it is highly important to conduct 
a safe and efficient evacuation by the emergency management. But due to different level 
of risk perception, households may behave differently in the same situation. That is why 
it is necessary to understand how people behave under emergency situations, what factors 
influence them to evacuate or stay and also selecting their departure time. This dual 
decision will determine the dynamic demand for the network. This demand is very 
important to predict because mass evacuations of urbanized areas can be expected to 
generate traffic demand significantly in excess of daily travel conditions. Based on this 
demand and route choice, emergency management may have to implement policy level 
decision like introducing contra flow or lane closing. Using an agent based simulator it is 
possible to test different evacuation planning for a given network. 
 
1.2 Research Contribution  
To mitigate the devastating impacts of frequently occurring hurricanes, it is required for 
the public agencies and emergency officials to understand thoroughly the different 
dimensions of the total evacuation procedure. But the process starts with dynamic 
demand (i.e. how many households are going to evacuate at what time) under this 
emergency situation. In addition, using simulation tools, it is possible to develop and 
compare different evacuation plans under a variety of hypothetical emergency situations 
to assess and forecast traffic conditions and network clearance time. This research 
develops a joint model to get dynamic demand considering not only the behavioral 






officials. Furthermore, the model has been implemented in an agent simulator to test 
different scenarios. 
 
For the joint model, using the data of Hurricane Ivan, a mixed (random parameters) logit 
model is estimated which captures the decision making process whether a household will 
evacuate or stay and if it decides to evacuate, at which discrete time interval it will 
evacuate considering the unobserved heterogeneity across the households. Estimation 
findings indicate that households prefer to evacuate on the last day before landfall and the 
evacuation rate decreases as the time increases before landfall. In addition, households 
are more likely to evacuate in the afternoon period. The decision making process involves 
a complex interaction of variables related to several socio-demographic characteristics, 
household locations and types of notices, and last but not the least hurricane 
characteristics. Two of the parameters have been found to be random parameters which 
reflect the heterogeneous influences of the associated variables. These variables are the 
indicator variable for mandatory evacuation notice and height of the coastal flooding 
above normal tide level. A thorough explanation of the interaction between household 
behavior and actions taken by emergency official based on dynamic characteristics of the 
hurricane will help the authority to ensure a safe and efficient evacuation. In the agent 
based simulation tool, different number of households produces different demand and 
having different origin and destination, we get different network clearance time. 
 
The findings are helpful for the emergency officials to influence both the decision and 






socio-economic characteristics, using the insights of our model, it is possible to ensure 
proper evacuation and minimize damages. 
 
1.3 Organization of Thesis 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we provide a detailed 
review of the existing literature related to hurricane evacuation, focusing on the state-of-
the-art models of evacuation behavior and simulation based evacuation modeling. 
Chapter 3 presents about the data of Hurricane Ivan that have been used for analysis. 
Both the source and collection procedure of data have been explained. Chapter 4 includes 
a detailed presentation of the methodology, analysis and findings of the random 
parameters binary logit based joint model of hurricane evacuation decision and timing 
behavior to get dynamic demand. In Chapter 5, we discuss about the implementation of 
the joint model in an agent based simulator (Ukkusuri et al., 2012) using repast simphony 
on java platform. Several scenarios of different origin, destination and households have 
been tested to get network clearance time. We conclude the thesis by summarizing the 







CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Enormous amount of research has been conducted on hurricane evacuation but in terms 
of behavioral modeling, the number is limited.  In this chapter, an extensive literature 
review is provided, and the gap is addressed where efforts need to be put to understand 
the overall hurricane evacuation process. Although evacuation has typically been the 
responsibility of emergency management officials, they are increasingly seeking the help 
of transportation officials in planning evacuations (Wolshon et. al., 2005). In response to 
this, transportation officials are investigating alternative ways to plan and manage 
hurricane evacuation. To evaluate these alternate policies and strategies, one must be able 
to model human behavior under these situations. In general, the evacuation process can 
be broadly divided into four fundamental behavioral issues: households’ decision to 
evacuate/stay, time of departure, route choice strategy and destination choice. These can 
be modeled separately or jointly. In the next sections, we will explain the overall 
hurricane evacuation process first and then discuss in details about the existing research 
efforts regarding the four behavioral issues. At the end, literature review of simulation 






2.2 Overall Hurricane Evacuation Process 
Hurricane evacuation is a complex dynamic process which depends on various inter-
related factors. The overall hurricane evacuation process is explained with the help of the 
flowchart in figure 2.1. At first, the hurricane is formed somewhere in the ocean. With  
 
Figure 2.1 Hurricane Evacuation Process 
 
the help of technology, it is identified by the officials of National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) or National Weather Service (NWS) or National 
Hurricane Center (NHC). They analyze the direction of the hurricane, whether it is going 
to hit the mainland of the country, if yes, when it is going to hit, speed, strength of the 
hurricane etc. After analyzing, if they find the hurricane to be threatening to coastal areas, 
they provide warning information through media (radio, television, and news channel), 






and start following its update. After that two separate entities, the household and the 
emergency officials, have to work together to make a safe and efficient evacuation of the 
affected people. In the next step, emergency officials continue to update the trajectory 
and strength of the hurricane and households start considering to evacuate if necessary. In 
a continuation if the situation becomes worse, the officials announce voluntary or 
mandatory evacuation notices. This notice works as an accelerator and many household 
decide to evacuate and also the departure time and choice of destination. When the 
evacuating people are on the road network under the emergency situation, the emergency 
officials take the responsibility of updating the route information. If some familiar routes 
are congested due to sudden traffic, they provide information of detouring and they also 
take the initiative if it is required to implement contraflow. With the successful 
continuous interaction between the household and emergency official entities, the goal of 
minimizing the network clearance time can be achieved. So, the emergency officials have 
to understand the household level behavior to a safe and efficient evacuation process. 
 
2.3 Evacuate/Stay Decision 
The evacuate/stay decision is a complex dynamic process which depends on various 
inter-related factors, such as the characteristics of the hurricane, trajectory, hurricane 
warning system and information propagation, the characteristics of the evacuees and their 
households (Baker, 1991; Gladwin et al., 2001; Petrolia and Bhattacharjee, 2010; Lindell 
et al., 2011), household risk perception, and decisions of influential people (such as, 
family or friends). Sorensen (2000) summaries the literature’s support for a lengthy list of 






Understanding who evacuates and who does not, has been one of the principal questions 
of many studies related to hurricane evacuation behavior. Researchers have focused on 
the characteristics of both who evacuates and who does not (Baker, 1979; Cross, 1979; 
Fischer et al. 1995; Dow and Cutter 1998; Drabek 1999; Urbina and Wolshon, 2003; 
Carnegie and Deka, 2010). In a study Gladwin (2007), found that the factors such as age, 
presence of children, gender, race, ethnicity, income, previous experience and location 
(proximity to highway and exit routes) play important roles in evacuation decision 
making process. 
 
Previously, many researchers have attempted to model evacuation behavior by using 
statistical models (Perry, 1994; Gladwin and Peacock, 1997; Whitehead et al., 2000; 
Lindell et al. 2005; Fu and Wilmot, 2004, 2006; Solis et al., 2009). In addition to social 
and demographic factors, risk perception is another key factor of how an individual takes 
the decision to evacuate. Different individual perceive the risk in different scale from the 
same information of disaster (Dash and Gladwin, 2007). Lindell et al. (2005) used 
correlation matrices and found that evacuation decision is correlated with geographic 
characteristics, utilization of information from emergency officials, peers or other reliable 
sources and demographic characteristics. 
 
Recently, Hasan et al. (2011a) developed a mixed logit model to understand households’ 
decision to evacuate or stay based on several socio-demographic characteristics. 
Although it provides important insights, it has some shortcomings. One of which is that 







period of evacuation (i.e. age, income, gender etc.). But, the hurricane itself has a 
dynamic nature. During the hurricane, the National Hurricane Center (NHC) provides 
frequent advisories analyzing the hurricane, its movement, wind speed, rainfall, coastal 
flooding, category etc. The local and national radio and television channels also provide 
details about the current condition of the hazard. When the situation becomes worse, 
people may decide to evacuate if they have not evacuated already. Also, different people 
perceive the risk differently. They may give higher importance to some information 
sources than to others. All these factors, especially the dynamic nature of the hurricane, 
should have considerable influence on the decision of the household. 
 
2.4 Evacuation Timing Behavior 
There are several studies on evacuation departure timing but only few of them 
considering the influences of different factors. Most of them focus on deriving empirical 
distributions. Lindell and Prater (2007b) did a detailed review on evacuation timing. 
Sorenson (1991) used path analysis for evacuation timing behavior. In this approach, the 
process is a set of sequential decisions made over time with time dependent hurricane 
forecasts. This study used ordinary least square regression to determine the relationship 
between decision variable departure time and other explanatory variables. A sequential 
logit model was developed by Fu and Wilmot (2004) to capture the decision whether to 
evacuate or not under the conditions of an approaching hurricane. Later they developed a 
hazard based model (Fu and Wilmot, 2006). Recently, Hasan et al. (2011b) developed a 
model of evacuation timing behavior using hazard based modeling approach. They 







households with respect to risk response. The key focus of this paper was to understand 
the factors that influence the evacuation timing decision by using data from Hurricane 
Ivan. 
 
2.5 Joint Modeling Approach  
Both of the evacuate/stay decision and time of departure decision have interrelation. So, 
rather than developing separate models, a joint model of decision and timing has a 
prospective feature. The evacuate/stay and departure timing decisions can be treated in 
two steps or one in order to determine time dependent demand (Pel et al., 2012; Wilmot 
and Mei, 2004). The two step approach is more frequently used, with estimates of the 
number of evacuating households produced by a variety of techniques including neural 
networks, participation rates, and logistic regression (Murray-Tuite and Wolshon, in 
press). Wilmot and Mei (2004) compared these techniques and found participation rates 
to be the least accurate and no clear preference among the other two approaches. In the 
second step, evacuees are distributed over time, often based on cumulative departure S-
curves (Murray-Tuite and Wolshon, in press). 
 
Among the few joint (one step) models to estimate evacuate/stay and departure time 
choices, Fu and Wilmot (2004) developed a sequential logit model to estimate the 
probability of a household evacuating considering a few dynamic characteristics of the 
hurricane. However, this model has two restrictive assumptions. First, the choice made by 
a household in time period t is independent of choices in other time periods. However, 







unobserved factors that affect the choice in one time period would persist in the next one, 
resulting in the error terms not being independent over time periods. The second 
assumption is that households display the same taste or value in evaluating the attributes 
of alternative choices. This assumption ignores the heterogeneity that exists among 
households. 
 
Recently, Gudishala and Wilmot (2012) developed a nested logit model in which they 
relaxed their previous assumptions. This model assumes that the household will take into 
account the conditions existing in time period 1 as well as the anticipated conditions in 
the next periods t2 and t3, which may not be suitable for longer durations. Nested logit 
models are typically used to overcome the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) 
limitation in multinomial logit models. Nests do not typically incorporate the utility of 
future choices in the current one. Gudishala and Wilmot (2012) noted that the nested 
approach was computationally expensive even with only a few intervals. 
 
To extend Fu and Wilmot’s work and overcome these limitations, two alternative 
approaches to Gudishala and Wilmot’s (2012) method may be taken. As the data 
structure is panel type, we could use a random effect model which allows for a household 
specific disturbance term (in addition to an overall disturbance term) to account for 
random disturbances specific to each household (Washington et al., 2011). For example, 
for each time interval, the variables related to the hurricane change while the socio-
demographic ones (i.e. income, age, number of children etc.) do not vary. As the model 







repeated observations of the same household are in the estimation data and this causes the 
potential for correlation among the error terms. Also, the assumption of having greater 
impact of the hurricane characteristics than the other parameters is not fully justified 
because the total decision is a complex procedure and different people may give 
emphasis to different attributes. An alternative approach is to consider a random 
parameter model to account for the influences of unobserved heterogeneity among 
households. When a parameter varies significantly across observations, model estimation 
becomes considerably more complex because a unique coefficient for each observation is 
estimated for the variable in question. 
 
2.6 Destination Choice Model 
In this section, we review the previous works related with hurricane evacuation 
destination choice and highlight the need for household level destination type of model. 
The ultimate destination refers to both the town or city and the type of accommodation 
where the evacuees will stay until they can return to their homes (Lindell and Prater, 
2007b). On the other hand, Barret et al, (2000) assumed the location where the evacuee is 
predicted to seek safety or the evacuation location recommended in the evacuation plan, 
is the ultimate destination. Southworth (1991) recognized that evacuees display a 
dispersive nature in their destination selection being influenced by different factors: 
location of friends or relatives houses, the speed of the hazard etc. Mei (2002) and 
Modali (2005) found no model of trip distribution for evacuations other than the Oak 
Ridge Emergency Management System (OREMS) package prior to their work. A gravity 







the purpose of trip distribution during hurricane evacuation where the gravity model 
outperforms the other model. But the limitations of these models are that they are 
applicable to aggregated zones and further calibration is needed for each accommodation 
type. Cheng et al. (2008) developed two separate multinomial logit (MNL) models for 
hurricane evacuation destination choice at the zonal level, specifically for friends and 
relatives and hotel/motel choice. 
 
Smith and McCarthy (2009) found that homes of friends and relatives are the most 
preferred accommodation type, followed by hotels/motels. Despite their relative lack of 
use (Mileti et al. 1992), public shelters are required for some types of emergencies, such 
as nuclear power plant emergencies, and are critical resources for some evacuees. Lower 
income evacuees are more likely to use public shelters (USACE 2001; Mileti et al. 1992; 
Moore et al. 1963). Lindell and Prater (2003) suggest that lower income households are 
in temporary housing longer than other income groups because of a lack of resources and 
their homes having higher pre-impact vulnerability because of location or construction. In 
a recent study, Mesa-Arango et al. (2012) developed a household level hurricane 
evacuation destination type choice model based on utility differences among different 
destination options by using the Hurricane Ivan survey data. (Morrow and Gladwin, 
2005).  Using a nested logit model the authors found several factors, such as, household 
location, socio-economic characteristics, previous experience etc. to influence the choice 








2.7 Route Choice Strategy 
There exist a number of research efforts in terms of emergency planning and network 
level analysis. Murray-Tuite and Mahmassani (2004) developed a way to predict delays 
and traffic densities while accounting for family gathering behavior in evacuations by 
using trip chain simulations. Chiu and Mirchandani (2008) showed that the route choice 
behavior of an evacuee, as opposed to selecting optimal routes, results in subsequent 
degradation of evacuation effectiveness. They introduced a FIR (Feedback Information 
Routing) strategy which could augment the evacuation effectiveness to an optimal 
situation. In this study, they applied an MNL-based route-choice model ERCM 
(Evacuation Route Choice Model) that is calibrated through the stated preference 
approach. However, an important point they emphasized is the fact that ERCM is not 
intended to serve as an exact representation of the actual route-choice behavior during 
evacuation but to devise a plausible route choice behavior to show how actual route 
choice results in evacuation performance deviating from the optimal route choice 
behavior. A recent study by Robinson and Khattak (2009) revealed that the preferences of 
evacuees whether or not to detour from a route when faced with congestion are 
predictable and controllable by using ATIS (Advanced Traveler Information Systems). In 
a recent study, Sadri et al. (2012) developed a random parameter multinomial logit model 
to understand household level route choice behavior. In this study, the authors found if 
the destination is friend or relative’s house, people are more likely to take the familiar 
route. Socio-economic characteristics, such as, age, income and number of children also 








2.8 Simulation Based Evacuation Modeling 
Simulation models are useful tools for representing movement of vehicles within 
transportation networks. They are particularly useful in evacuation traffic analyses 
because they allow the development and the comparison of different evacuation plans 
under a variety of hypothetical emergency situations to assess and forecast traffic 
conditions and duration of evacuation (Yuan et al. 2006). A method was proposed by 
Cova and Johnson (2002) for using microsimulation model to develop and test 
neighborhood evacuation plans in fire-prone wild lands. MITSIMLab was applied by Jha 
et al. (2004) for evaluating five evacuation scenarios for Los Alamos National Lab 
(LANL). Kwon and Pitt (2005) studied the feasibility of applying Dynasmart-P for 
evaluating the effectiveness of alternative strategies for evacuating the traffic in a large 
urban network downtown Minneapolis, under hypothetical emergency situations. Xuwei 
(2003) used agent-based microsimulation model to estimate minimum evacuation 
clearance time and the number of evacuees who will need to be accommodated in case of 
the route disruption. Microscopic traffic simulation models, such as PARAMICS (Cova 
and Johnson 2003), CORSIM (Williams et al. 2007), VISSIM (Han and Yuan 2005), 
MITSIMLab (Jha and Pashaie, 2004) and INTEGRATION (Mitchell and Radwan 2006), 
and mesoscopic or macroscopic models, such as DYNASMART (Murray-Tuite 2007), 
DynaMIT (Balakrishna et al. 2008), DynusT (Noh et al. 2009), TransCAD (Wang et al. 
2010), and INDY (Klunder et al. 2009) have been applied to study evacuation problems. 
Another agent-based microsimulation technique was used by Church and Sexton (2002) 
who investigated how different evacuation scenarios would affect evacuation time. 







applying different traffic control plans. The authors concluded that traffic simulation 
packages are a good choice for evaluating and comparing alternative emergency 
evacuation plans. However, in our case, we have implemented the joint model of 
evacuation decision and departure time to get dynamic demand in an agent based 
simulator that is developing in our research laboratory. Then, we have tested for different 
scenarios (different origin destination and households) to get the network clearance time. 
 
2.9 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a detailed overview of the research relevant to hurricane evacuation 
process has been presented with their contributions and limitations. In addition, how our 
modeling approach overcomes some of the previous approaches has been addressed. 
Furthermore, this model has been implemented in an agent based simulator to get 








CHAPTER 3. DATA COLLECTION 
3.1 Introduction 
For developing a joint model of evacuation decision and departure time, we have used 
data from two sources. One source contains the data of related households’ socio-
economic-demographic characteristics and actions of emergency officials; the other one 
contains the data of dynamic characteristics of the hurricane. Surveys are the traditional 
method of collecting data on human behavior. It is a common practice to conduct post 
event behavioral studies to record the reported behavior of individuals during an 
emergency event like an approaching hurricane. A large number of post event hurricane 
evacuation surveys have been conducted in the past (Baker, 1991). However, very few of 
them were conducted by transportation professionals. As a result, data in these surveys 
tend to be in adequate from the transportation perspective. Moreover, no information is 
generally collected for time dependent features of the hurricane. In addition, data is not 
available of the actions taken by the emergency officials in response to the development 
of the storm. This is a major limitation of the data for developing good model as we are 
trying to get insights of a dynamic phenomenon from static information. To overcome 
this drawback, dynamic or time dependent information, such as, category or strength of 
the hurricane, height of coastal flooding, direction of hurricane, amount of rainfall etc. 






Hurricane Center. From their website it is possible to collect dynamic information which 
was published to the affected people at real time. In our analysis, we use the data of 
Hurricane Ivan which is the 5
th
 in the list of the costliest mainland United States tropical 
cyclones during 1900-2010 (Blake and Gibney, 2011). 
 
3.2 Post Storm Survey of Hurricane Ivan 
As a part of Hurricane Ivan post-storm assessment, interviews were conducted with 3200 
households in Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana using Computer-Assisted 
Telephone Interviewing from May 23 to June 24, 2005. After the very active 2004 
hurricane season in the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico regions, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) tasked 
Dewberry to conduct a behavioral analysis related to the impact of Hurricane Ivan on 
households in Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana. The survey sample of 3200 
was stratified into units by county with at least 100 interviews per county to enable valid 
inferences to be made about each county. Hurricane Ivan, the third and most dangerous 
storm to hit Gulf Shores in 2004, was a long-lived storm that reached Category 5 strength 
three different times before its first landfall as a Category 3 storm in Alabama at 2 AM 
CDT on September 16
th
 (Stewart, 2004). Hurricane warnings and evacuation orders for 
Hurricane Ivan varied from region to region. For example, a mandatory evacuation was 
ordered on September 10
th
 in the Florida Keys. However, on September 11
th
, Ivan shifted 
westward from the Keys and Florida’s southern coastline. On September 14th, a hurricane 
watch was issued for the northwestern Florida panhandle region; this hurricane watch 






impact this region in more than 100 years. The Alabama coastline was included in the 
September 14
th
 warning area. A mandatory evacuation was ordered for Gulf Shores, 
Orange Beach, and Fort Morgan of Alabama. A mandatory evacuation was also ordered 
for the 78 miles of coastline of Mississippi. The New Orleans area of Louisiana was 
included in the warning on September 14
th
 and 1.4 million residents were urged to leave. 
It is estimated that about 600,000 citizens of New Orleans tried to evacuate during Ivan 
(Morrow and Gladwin, 2005). The data included household socio-demographic 
information, housing type and location, house ownership status, past hurricane 
experience, reasons for evacuating or not evacuating, whether a hurricane evacuation 
notice was received, type of notice received (mandatory or voluntary), media through 
which the evacuation notice was received (i.e., television/radio, friends, relatives, etc.), 
time of evacuation if evacuation occurred, destination, and normal travel time to reach 
the destination, among others. 
 
3.3 Dynamic Information of Hurricane Ivan from NHC 
The dynamic data related to hurricane characteristics (such as wind speed, rainfall, 
coastal flooding etc.) were collected from the website of National Hurricane Center with 
an interval of 3 hours from September 12, 2004 to September 16, 2004. The advisories 
published during the hurricane were archived on the website and these data are used for 
our analysis. From the public advisories, we collect the information of wind speed, 
category of the hurricane, movement speed, minimum central pressure, height of the 







3.4 Formation of Unbalanced Panel Data 
A total of 40 time intervals from 2 am, September 12 to 11 pm, September 16, 2004 were 
combined with the 3200 static data records collected from the survey. The data becomes 
an unbalanced panel with 3200 households with each household having a different 
number of time intervals, depending on their evacuation decision. If a household did not 
evacuate, it would have 40 observations and if it decided to evacuate, it would have 
observations up to its departure time. The unbalanced panel data means each household 
will have static variables at different time intervals and different household has different 
number of time intervals. Using a simple code, the static data and dynamic data have 
been merged to get the unbalanced panel data. In figure 3.1(a), the trajectory of Ivan is 
shown starting from the formation of it to the end. In figure 3.1(b), only the analysis 
period of the experiment is shown. This is our period of interest as the advisories were 
published to the public for evacuation consideration. In this figure, the category (strength) 
of the hurricane at particular time period has been shown with symbols H1 to H5. For 










Figure 3.1 (a) Total Trajectory of Hurricane Ivan (source: NOAA) with H1 to H5 









CHAPTER 4. JOINT MODEL OF EVACUATION DECISION AND DEPARTURE 
TIME 
4.1 Introduction 
In this study, the decision of a household to evacuate in a certain time interval of six 
hours has been estimated using utility based probabilistic method. When a hurricane is 
forecasted to hit the mainland, warning information is spread through emergency 
officials, media, internet and other sources. The trajectory and strength of the hurricane 
may change at any time. So based on current situation of the hurricane and type of 
warning notice by the emergency officials, households take the decision whether to 
evacuate or not in this certain time interval having its own socio-demographic 
characteristics.   
 
4.2 Methodology 
The decisions to evacuate or stay and the departure time interval (for those who evacuate) 
are discrete. The discrete nature (evacuate/stay) allows multinomial (binary) logit models 
to be used. To account for the dynamics of the hurricane characteristics, we consider the 
data as a panel where each household has to decide whether to evacuate or not in up to 40 
different time intervals. If a household decides to evacuate at certain interval, then there 
are no responses for the later intervals. If the household does not evacuate at all or 
evacuates at the 40
th






 the dataset becomes an unbalanced panel based on the dynamic characteristics of 
hurricane and the actual decisions of the households. 
 
When the intent is to model binary outcomes as a function of predictor variables, binary 
logit is often an appropriate method. Binary logit model has been widely used in the 
transportation sector (Hamed and Mannering (1993), Young and Liesman (2007)). One 
of the assumptions made in the derivation and application of standard binary logit is that 
the coefficients of variables are fixed across all the observations. However, this fixed 
parameter assumption may be incorrect (Washington et al., 2011). To account for the 
unobserved heterogeneity which includes both the household to household heterogeneity 
and also heterogeneity due to several observations of a household made at multiple points 
in time, the random parameters or mixed logit models are generally used. The mixed logit 
modeling approach was developed by Train (2003) and described in Washington et al. 
(2011). Let us consider a function determining the discrete outcome probability i of the 
evacuation decision for household n at time interval t, 
 
                                                 (4.1) 
Where β is a vector of estimable parameters, Xint is a vector of the observable 
characteristics (including dynamic characteristics of the hurricane, socio-economic 
factors, warning information, and timing related characteristics) that determines the 
evacuation decision outcome for household n at time interval t and εint is a disturbance 
term. Using these parameters, the standard form of a binary logit model for evacuation 






                         (4.2) 
Where Pnt(i) is the probability of household n evacuating at time interval t and Xint and 
Xjnt are the vector of the factors that determine whether household n will evacuate or not 
at time interval t. To consider the parameter variation across households and at multiple 
points in time for each household, we define a mixed or random parameter model (i.e. a 
model with a mixing distribution) where the evacuate/stay decision outcome probability 
is defined as Pnt
m
(i) (m indicates mixed model) and the parameter β varies for each 
observation and we report the mean and standard deviation of the parameter. Considering 




     (4.3) 
Where f(β|φ) is the density function of β with φ referring to a vector of parameters of that 
density function (mean and variance), and all other terms are previously defined. 
Substituting equation 4.2 into equation 4.3 gives the mixed model, 
 
    (4.4) 
With this equation, for model estimation, β can now account for household specific 
variations of the effect of X on evacuation probabilities, with the density function f(β|φ) 
used to determine β. However, some elements of the parameter vector β may be fixed and 
some may be random. Many studies have a continuous form of the density function f(β|φ) 






functions are feasible. The estimation of mixed logit model is generally done by 
maximum likelihood using simulation approaches as the numerical integration of this 
method is computationally cumbersome and difficult. In this simulation method, the 
mixed logit probabilities are approximated by drawing values of β from f (β|φ), given the 
values of φ, and using these drawn values, logit probabilities are estimated. This 
procedure is repeated across many samples and the logit probabilities are averaged to get 
the simulated probability Pnt
m
(i) to compute the likelihood function. Then this likelihood 
function is maximized to estimate the parameter vectors β. Random draws and Halton 
draws are usually used for drawing values of β from f (β|φ). However, Halton draws have 
been proven to be significantly more effective and require far less draws than purely 
random draws (Bhat 2003 and Train 1999). McFadden and Ruud (1994), Geweke et al. 
(1994), Boersch-Supan and Hajivassiliou (1993), Stern (1997) and Brownstone and Train 
(1999) offer details of the evolution of simulation based maximum likelihood methods.  
For capturing the effects of unbalanced panel data sets, i.e., those consisting of multiple 
rows of data per observation, necessary commands have been implemented while reading 
the data (Greene, 1995). Our approach addresses the dynamics in evacuation contexts in a 
simple way. We have divided the total analysis period in 40 discrete time intervals of 
three hours. The socio-demographic and economic characteristics (e.g. income, number 
of children, education etc.) of a household do not change within the short duration of a 
hurricane but the threat’s characteristics change at almost every instance (for example, 
wind speed, rainfall, coastal flooding etc.). We have assumed that for a discrete time 
interval of three hours, these hurricane characteristics do not vary. We have information 






number of evacuating households is too few. Thus, to generate significant t-statistics, we 
used a six hour interval. Fu and Wilmot (2004) also used an interval of six hours. Among 
the available 40 discrete time intervals, we have analyzed up to the one when the landfall 
occurs. Beyond landfall, many other factors (e.g. losing all property, death of near ones 
etc.) may influence a household's decision to evacuate which is beyond the scope of our 
research question. Thus in our model, each household considers the current and expected 
future conditions and decides whether to evacuate in that particular time interval or not. 
 
4.3 Model Estimation Results 
In this section, the results of the estimation of a random parameter binary logit model for 
evacuation decision and timing are presented (Table 4.1). The model is estimated with 
the simulation based maximum likelihood method. For our analysis, for the random 
parameters, normal distributions are assumed which is most commonly used for these 
models (Anastasopoulos and Mannering, 2009; Lord and Mannering, 2010). The mixed 
model is estimated using 200 Halton draws as this number of Halton draws produces 
stable estimates of the parameters (Bhat 2003, Milton et al. 2008, and Gkritza and 
Mannering 2008). Due to missing data for some variables in the dataset, after cleaning, 
the original 3200 respondents are reduced to 1887 respondents with total of 63,328 
observations with unbalanced panel data. To handle the repeated observations of the 
households, the panel data specification (PDS) command in the NLOGIT software has 
been used. With the help of this command, it is possible to identify which observations 
are from the same household and provide a single beta (β) parameter for the household. A 






approach over fixed parameter approach. The likelihood ratio (LR) can be calculated as 
following: 
 
                                            (4.5) 
Where the LL(βR) is the log likelihood at convergence of the restricted model (fixed 
parameter random effect) and LL(βU) is the log likelihood at convergence of the 
unrestricted model (random parameter). The value of this likelihood ratio was found to be 
144.34 with a degree of freedom 2. The critical value for χ2 with 99.99 percent 








 Table 4.1Estimated Results of the Random Parameter Binary Logit model for the Joint Decision of Evacuation and 
Timing. 
Variable description 
Random parameter binary logit 
model 












Constant 4.502 6.855 -0.00484 5.323 9.633 -0.00484 
Timing behavior related indicator variable 
(Fixed parameters)       
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 6 hours before landfall to the occurrence 
of landfall, 0 otherwise) 
8.507 9.655 0.2613 4.498 9.727 0.1644 
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 12 hours before landfall to 6 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 
8.615 10.361 0.2714 4.996 11.049 0.1933 
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 18 hours before landfall to 12 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 
7.567 9.896 0.2739 4.53 10.045 0.1958 
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 24 hours before landfall to 18 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 
6.05 8.456 0.251 3.488 7.632 0.1674 
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 30 hours before landfall to 24 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 
5.145 7.394 0.2276 2.812 6.037 0.1408 
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 36 hours before landfall to 30 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 









  Table 4.1 (Continued) 
Variable description 
Random parameter binary logit 
model 












Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 42 hours before landfall to 36 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 
5.117 9.375 0.2264 3.149 9.75 0.171 
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 48 hours before landfall to 42 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 
3.357 6.295 0.16 1.906 4.935 0.1086 
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 54 hours before landfall to 48 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 
1.566 2.632 0.0779 0.402 0.811 0.0232 
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 60 hours before landfall to 54 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 
1.687 3.039 0.0839 0.651 1.408 0.0377 
Time indicator variable (1 if time interval was 
from 66 hours before landfall to 60 hours 
before landfall, 0 otherwise) 
2.162 4.514 0.106 1.342 3.373 0.078 
Hurricane Specific Dynamic variables 
(fixed)       
Category 4 indicator ( 1 if the category of 
hurricane is 4, 0 otherwise) 
-7.582 -8.076 -3.4005 -3.352 -6.406 -1.7346 
Category 5 indicator ( 1 if the category of 
hurricane is 5, 0 otherwise) 









  Table 4.1 (Continued) 
Variable description 
Random parameter binary logit 
model 
Fixed parameter binary logit model 
Estimated 
coefficient 






Hurricane Specific Dynamic 
variables (random) 
      
Height of Coastal flooding above 
normal tide level (ft) 
-0.086 -1.669 3.006 0.043 0.994 0.7509 
(Standard deviation of the parameter) (-0.141) (-7.954)         
Location indicator (risk level of the 
area) (fixed)       
Florida indicator (1 if household from 
Florida, 0 otherwise) 
-0.285 -1.437 -0.1112 -0.16 -1.58 -0.0674 
Louisiana indicator (1 if household 
from Louisiana, 0 otherwise) 
0.647 3.288 0.1363 0.297 3.243 0.0763 
Socio Economic characteristics 
(fixed)       
Number of vehicle available 2.379 10.994 0.9613 1.021 32.133 0.6423 
Number of people in the household -0.276 -3.424 -0.733 -0.237 -4.529 -0.7223 
Number of children, 17 or younger 0.358 3.45 0.2149 0.283 4.673 0.2 
Number of Elder people, 80 or older 0.688 3.006 0.0514 0.335 3.16 0.029 
Indicator variable for house owner (1 
if houses are owned, 0 otherwise) 








  Table 4.1 (Continued) 
Variable description 
Random parameter binary logit 
model 













Indicator variable for post graduate (1 if 
respondent has a post graduate degree, 0 
otherwise) 
0.497 2.471 0.0625 0.297 3.026 0.0444 
Indicator variable for mobile house (1 if 
respondent lives in mobile house, 0 otherwise) 
0.5 1.699 0.023 0.307 2.225 0.0173 
Action by authorities (Warning) (fixed) 
      
Indicator variable for voluntary evacuation 
notice (1 if respondent has received, 0 
otherwise) 
0.759 4.075 0.2486 0.481 5.067 0.0838 
Action by authorities (Warning) (random) 
      
Indicator variable for mandatory evacuation 
notice (1 if respondent has received, 0 
otherwise) 
1.013 4.525 0.1448 0.529 5.389 0.1085 
(Standard deviation of the parameter) (-1.427) (-4.47) 
    
Number of individuals 1887     1887     












Log-likelihood constant only -4274.657     -4274.657     







Table 4.2 Goodness-of-fit Measures 
Likelihood-ratio test Random versus  Fixed Parameters 
LR = -2[LL(βR)-LL(βU)] 144.34 
Degrees of freedom 2 
Critical 2
0.0001,2  (0.9999 level of 
confidence) 
18.42 
Number of observations 63328 
 
 
4.3.1 Evacuation timing parameters 
In our study, we utilized all the available dynamic data to thoroughly understand the 
timing behavior as a sub problem of the evacuation decision process. Using the 
information starting from the first advisory published at 2 am, September 12, 2004 to the 
last one available 11 am, September 16, 2004, we analyzed the evacuation timing 
behavior of a household from two perspectives. First, selecting the landfall as a reference 
point, we investigated how a household’s decision varies from just before landfall to 
several hours or days before. Second, we observed the effect of time-of-day (morning, 
afternoon, night and late night) in the evacuation timing behavior. We divided the total 
time period into six hour intervals, but some intervals still had only a few or no reported 
evacuations and those intervals we found to be statistically insignificant. The time 
indicator variables which are not statistically significant are included in the model as the 
base time intervals. 
 
Figure 4.1 compares the coefficients of different time indicator variables and the actual 






equation 4.2) of a household’s evacuation decision at a certain time interval, the higher 
the value of the coefficient, the higher the probability to evacuate. The reason is only one 
of time indicator variables will have a value of 1 and all others will have a value of 0 at a 
certain time interval. From figure 4.1, we observe that our model has captured the timing 
effect quite satisfactorily. The results show that starting from just before landfall to 24 
hours before landfall, the rate of evacuation is the highest. Even up to 48 hours before 
landfall, we found a significant number of observations of evacuating. But before that, 
the number of evacuating households decreases gradually. Nelson et al. (1989) found 
similar results in their ‘Lower southeast Florida hurricane evacuation study’. At time 
intervals before 66 hours from landfall, no warnings were issued to the four affected 
regions and the number of evacuating household was very low. Those time intervals are 
statistically insignificant and have been considered as the base for other time intervals. 
 








Another important insight is the variation in evacuation depending on the time-of-day. In 
any particular day, the observed data reflects the highest number of evacuating 
households in the morning interval (8 am to 2 pm). As the day progresses, this number 
decreases in the afternoon (2 pm to 8 pm), night (8 pm to 2 am) and then at late night (2 
am to 8 pm) it attains its lowest value. Our results match with this pattern for two days 
before landfall (54-60-66 hours). But the differences in the coefficients are very little for 
the morning, afternoon and night time intervals for one day before landfall (48-42-36-30 
hours). And on the last day it remains more or less similar. But the coefficients largely 
vary when the landfall approaches. That is, on the last day the time interval coefficients 
are comparatively much greater than one day before. Similarly, it continues for the 
coefficients of two day before time intervals. But within a certain day the peak is at the 
afternoon. Fu and Wilmot’s (2004) study shows similar result. 
 
However, one can argue about the possibility of evacuating in certain six hour time 
interval after deciding for evacuation. That is, if the preparation time is greater than six 
hours, it may not be possible for a household to evacuate in that time interval. In reality, 
most people do not start their preparation for evacuation at the eleventh hour. Even if 
they do so, they will get very little time to prepare. On the other hand, people who 
evacuate early, as evacuation is an extreme case, people start taking preparation even 
they may be not sure about evacuating. In both cases, preparation time is linked with the 







4.3.2 Parameters related to dynamic hurricane characteristics 
Among the different hurricane related variables, category related indicator variables and 
the height of the coastal flooding are statistically significant. Considering category one, 
two and three as base, we found if the hurricane is category four, we found a fixed 
parameter of -7.582 which means people are less likely to evacuate. The reason may be 
during category four, as the outside environment becomes so risky that people may feel a 
negative impact for evacuating at this time. The same thing happens for category five 
(fixed parameter of -7.892) with a higher extent. 
 
On the other hand, the height of the coastal flooding is a random parameter with a mean 
of -0.086 and a standard deviation of 0.141 (normal distribution is assumed). This implies 
that for about 73 percent of the households, as the height of the coastal flooding 
increases, people are less likely to evacuate and for the rest of 27 percent of the 
households, the reverse is true. This is logical if the evacuee has to travel near the coastal 
area, which is very common as the people who live near the coastal area have a higher 
probability of evacuating. 
 
4.3.3 Parameters related to location 
Two of the region specific indicator variables have been used in the model except for 
Mississippi and Alabama, which serve as the base. The parameter for Louisiana has a 
positive value suggesting that being from Louisiana results in a higher probability to 
evacuate. For the households of Florida, the negative value indicates lower probability to 






significant yet we have included it in the model so that we can make inferences about the 
evacuation decisions for the households from Mississippi and Alabama. Using the 
pseudo-elasticities of observation specific binary indicator variables (Ulfarsson and 
Mannering, 2004), the probability a household evacuates increases by 0.1363 for 
Louisiana and decreases by 0.1112 for Florida, compared to Mississippi and Alabama.  
 
4.3.4 Parameters related to socio-demographic characteristics 
Our model results also show the impacts of some of the socio-economic variables 
influencing the evacuation decision. Among the various socio-demographic 
characteristics, the number of available vehicles was highly statistically significant. 
Households who have more vehicles are more likely to evacuate, with a coefficient of 
2.37. The greater number of vehicles implies greater access to resources and also allows 
for taking more supplies and personal possessions on the evacuation trip. However, if the 
number of the people in the household increases, the probability for that household to 
evacuate decreases by 0.733 for each additional member. This is expected as it is difficult 
to prepare everybody for evacuation within a short period of time. But the households 
with children 17 years old or younger are more likely to evacuate with a positive 
coefficient of 0.358. This is expected because generally parents are more concerned about 
the safety of their children and is consistent with several previous studies (e.g., Gladwin 
and Peacock 1997, Solis et al. 2009). A similar result was found for elderly people. In 
literature, the elderly people evacuate in numbers compare to other groups because 
family and social networks in Gulf Coast communities where most of the research has 






al., 1979, Baker, 1991). On the contrary, some researchers found that households with 
elderly are less likely to evacuate since they need special attention and facilities (Gladwin 
et al., 1997).  
 
If the respondent from a household holds a post graduate degree, then the household is 
more likely to evacuate with a positive coefficient of 0.497 which indicates highly 
educated people are more concern about their safety. Families owning their houses are 
less likely to evacuate with a negative parameter of -0.837. This could be explained by 
the desire to protect their property. On the contrary, if the respondent lives in a mobile 
house, the household is more likely to evacuate, which is consistent with the literature 
(e.g., (Baker, 1991; Solís et al., 2010; Whitehead et al., 2000; Wilmot and Mei, 2004; Yin 
et al., 2012)) as these homes are susceptible to wind damage. For such households, the 
probability to evacuate increases by 0.023 compared to the households living in other 
types of houses. For all three variables, Hasan et al. (2011a) found similar results. 
 
4.3.5 Parameters related to evacuation notices 
If a household receives any type of evacuation notice, either mandatory or voluntary, 
from the authority, it is expected that people will be more likely to evacuate compared to 
receiving no notice at all. However, receiving a mandatory notice is a random parameter 
with a mean of 1.013 and a standard deviation of 1.427 (assuming a normal distribution); 
for 76 percent of the households, receiving a mandatory notice results in a higher 
probability to evacuate, while for 24 percent of households, receiving such notice results 






they do not have proper facilities to evacuate or they are people who like to disobey 
official orders. On the contrary, receiving a voluntary notice has a fixed parameter and 
the response is uniform across households. As the coefficient value is higher for 
mandatory evacuation notice than the voluntary one (0.759), mandatory notice has a 
greater effect on the decision to evacuate. This influence is also reflected in the pseudo-
elasticities’ results. For households receiving a mandatory notice, the probability of 
evacuating increases by 0.2486 and similarly, by 0.1448 for those receiving a voluntary 
notice. Whitehead et al. (2000) also found that receiving mandatory or voluntary notices, 
increases the probability to evacuate than receiving no notice at all. 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
The above findings have many important practical implications to improve the whole 
evacuation process and make it efficient. From the point of view of the forecasters and 
emergency managers, this study provides numerous important insights that eventually 
help one to take various actions at appropriate time which will keep the total system 
stable. The emergency officials can actually control the flow of people on the network by 
influencing their evacuation and timing decision with the help of voluntary and 
mandatory notices, provided that the authority have a good overall knowledge about the 
different socio-demographic characteristics of the households. So, by using the insights 
of our model, the emergency official will be able to plan and execute a smoother 







CHAPTER 5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE JOINT MODEL IN AN AGENT BASED 
SIMULATOR 
5.1 Introduction 
A considerable amount of research efforts exist in modeling traffic during evacuation. 
Few of the simulation-based evacuation models developed earlier include NETVAC 
(Sheffi et al. 1980), MASSVAC (Hobeika and Jamei 1985; Hobeika and Kim 1998), 
TEDSS (Sherali et al. 1991), IMDAS (Franzese and Han 2001), OREMS (Rathi and 
Solanki 1993), and CEMPS (Pidd et al. 1993). Recently, Ukkusuri et al. (2012) 
developed an agent based simulation model for hurricane specific evacuation situations. 
In this chapter, we will present a short background of this simulator along with the steps 
for implementing our dynamic demand model into this simulator. Details of this 
simulator can be found in Ukkusuri et al. (2012). Next, we will discuss some of the test 
scenario results to have a better idea of network clearance time. 
 
5.2 Agent Based Simulation Model 
The framework for the agent based simulation model is developed based on the 
integration of household level statistical and econometric models with traffic flow models 
to fully capture the complexity of hurricane evacuations. The following figure 5.1 








The two main modules are: Household Decision Making Module and Traffic Simulation 
Module.  
 




Data containing Spatial Population Distribution and Socio-Demographic Characteristics 
are used in the Household Agent creation module to assign geospatial locations and 
individual attributes to each household. Then, household agents enter the Household 
Decision Making module where different decisions regarding hurricane evacuation are 
determined. In our case the decision is whether to evacuate or not in certain time interval 
                                                 






of six hours. We get this decision from the Household-level Econometric Model module. 
The System Manager module provides evacuation information to the agents which impact 
their decisions. This module represents the roll of public and evacuation management 
agencies. Examples of such information include warnings, evacuation notices, suggested 
evacuation routes, among other. In addition the module also presents dynamic variation 
(strength, trajectory etc.) of the hurricane itself.  
 
The Household Decision Making module is one of the central modules of the simulation. 
This module analyzes the inputs from the above mentioned modules and outputs the 
decisions that will drive the household agent during the evacuation at each time interval. 
In particular, these decisions are necessary to generate vehicle agents that interact with 
the transportation network in the Traffic Simulation module. 
 
The Traffic Simulation module establishes the behavioral rules that guide the vehicles 
from their origins to their destinations. At each discrete time interval, if a household 
agent decides to evacuate, a vehicle agent is generated at that interval and enters the 
Evacuation Transportation network. An En-Route Route Choice Model is integrated in 
the Traffic Simulation Module to mimic the driving behavior of evacuees. This module 
uses a routing algorithm based on the K-shortest path adaptive routing algorithm to find 
optimal route guiding vehicle agents to their destinations. 
 
The Traffic Simulation Module requires a Transportation Network as input in order to 






following model). Finally an output module is designed to analyze vehicles’ travel times 
and total clearance time.  
 
5.3 Flowchart for Implementing the Dynamic Demand Model 
In the agent based simulator, there is scope for implementing behavioral models to 
produce demand which will be the input for the network. For implementing our dynamic 
demand model, we have followed the flowchart in the terms of coding: 
 






5.4 Case Study 
In this section, we present a case study to demonstrate the application of our demand 
model in the agent based simulator. A network of Miami is used for this purpose. Each 
household is associated with a zone centroid. This centroid represents the origin for each 
of the vehicles that evacuate from that zone. The network has 36 zones (Figure5.3). For 
simplicity, we assume the hurricane is approaching from south to north. So the zones 
from 19 to 36 are in the danger area and the zones from 1 to 18 are relatively safe area. 
So, people who will evacuate mainly move from south to north. Households are assigned 
to four evacuation destination regions located at the northern part of the map (zone 1, 2, 3 
and 7). A synthetic population is generated in order to assign socio-economical and 
evacuation-related characteristics to the household agents. Two case studies have been 
described in the following section: a) Effect of increasing number of households and b) 
Effect of different dynamic information on same number of households. For both cases 
computational efficiency has also been discussed. 
 
5.4.1 Effect of Increasing Number of Households 
At first, we run the model for 10000, 20000 and 30000 households and get 1610, 3243 
and 4815 evacuees respectively. The demand pattern over different time intervals 
matches with our model. In all cases we find maximum number of household evacuates 
on the last day and at afternoon. It reflects successful implementation of the model in the 
















Figure 5.4 No of Evacuees at Different Time Intervals under Different Demand Scenario. 
 
 







Next, figure 5.5 shows that with the increase of households (evacuees), the average travel 
time increases. This is intuitive as with the more number of households, there will be 
more congestion in the network. 
 
We also investigate the computational time required to run the simulation for different 
number of households. We run our experiment on a server with an Intel ® Xeon ® CPU 
E5-2690 @ 2.90GHz and 200GB RAM. For getting accurate time, we have to adjust the 
simulation clock time. In our simulation, one tick equals to 0.1 second, so, for a six hour 
interval, we consider 216,000 ticks. For covering the real time of 66 hours of decision 
making period with an interval of six hours, the simulation has to run for 2,376,000 ticks 
plus the clearance time for the vehicles evacuated in the last interval. That is why the 
simulation has to run for about 7 to 8 hours for these demands. As expected, we find 
more number of evacuees causes higher computational time. 
 






5.4.2 Effect of Dynamic Information Variation 
In the second case study, we change the dynamic information at some intervals and get 
different number of evacuees based on our model results. We use two scenarios. One is 
the exact Ivan scenario and the other one is a hypothetical scenario where for the whole 
time period, the category of hurricane is 5. The details of hurricane strength are given in 
the following table: 
Time Interval Category of Ivan scenario Category of hypothetical 
scenario 
66-60 hours 5 5 
60-54 hours 5 5 
54-48 hours 5 5 
48-42 hours 5 5 
42-36 hours 4 5 
36-30 hours 4 5 
30-24 hours 4 5 
24-18 hours 4 5 
18-12 hours 4 5 
12-6 hours 4 5 
6-0 hours 4 5 
 
From our model we find that if the category of hurricane is 4, households are less likely 






during category four, as the outside environment becomes so risky that people may feel a 
negative impact for evacuating at this time. The same thing happens for category five 
with a higher extent. In our experiment, we run the two scenarios for 100,000 households. 
In Ivan scenario, a total of 16215 households evacuate at different time intervals and in 
hypothetical scenario, a total of 13324 households evacuate. The variation of evacuees at 
different time intervals is presented in figure 5.7. From the figure, we find when the 
category is lower, more households evacuate following both the time of the day and 
hours before landfall pattern. In addition, with more number of households, average 
 








Figure 5.8 Average Travel Time for Different Dynamic Information 
 
travel time of evacuees increases. In Ivan scenario, the average travel time is 80.06 
minutes for 16215 evacuees and in the hypothetical scenario, the average travel time is 
75.48 minutes for 13324 evacuees (figure 5.8). Using the same setting and configuration, 
we also investigate the computational time for both cases and find for Ivan scenario, the 
 






simulation running time is 5.41 x 10
7
 milliseconds or 902 minutes or 15.028 hours. For 
the hypothetical scenario, it is 5.10 x 10
7
 milliseconds or 850 minutes or 14.167 hours. 
Figure 5.9 shows it graphically. 
 
5.5  Conclusion 
In this chapter, we discuss about implementing the dynamic demand model in an agent 
based simulator developed by Ukkusuri et al. (2012). After explaining the framework of 
the agent based simulator, we investigate two types of case studies. a) Effect of 
increasing households, and b) Effect of variation in dynamic information. The results 
show that number of evacuees increases with the increase of number of households. But 
the evacuees follow both the time of the day and hours before landfall pattern which we 
find from our joint model. That is, most households prefer to evacuate at afternoon and 
on the last day before landfall. The second finding is that with increasing number of 
households, average travel time of the vehicles also increases. The computational time 
increases in similar fashion. Another important finding is that with the variation of 
dynamic information, the demand varies significantly. This phenomenon explains the 
importance of incorporating dynamic variables while developing the model. The average 
travel time and the computational time increase with the increase of evacuees due to 







CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
6.1 Summary 
In this research, we present the results of a behavioral model to get the dynamic demand 
during a hurricane situation. We use both household level static characteristics and 
hurricane specific dynamic characteristics. In addition, the evacuation notices published 
by the emergency management officials and the location (state) of the households have 
been considered.  Using all these inputs, we develop a random parameters binary logit 
model to get the binary decision of whether a household will evacuate or not in a discrete 
time interval. For analyzing this, we have to consider the unbalanced panel data structure 
and also the heterogeneity across the population.  From this probabilistic model we get 
the probability of a household to evacuate at certain time interval. By getting a random 
number from random number generator and using it as threshold value for that particular 
household, we get the demand at each six hour time interval. We also get a detail timing 
behavior of the households during hurricane evacuation covering both time of the day 
and hours before landfall consideration.  In the second portion of the study, we 
implement this model in an agent based simulator developed by Ukkusuri et al. (2012). In 
this repast simphony based simulator, using our behavioral model, we get the dynamic 






completing the simulation, we get travel time of each vehicle, total network clearance 
time and also the computation time.  
 
6.2 Key Findings and Insights 
In our mixed logit model, two variables have been found to be random parameters which 
reflect the heterogeneous influences of the associated variables. These variables are: 
height of the coastal flooding and the indicator variable for the mandatory evacuation 
notice. Several other socio economic characteristics, such as, number of vehicles 
available, number of people, children, elder in the household, indicator variables for 
house ownership status, post graduate degree, living in a mobile house are found to be 
statistically significant. In addition, the indicator variables for strength of the hurricane 
(category 4 and 5) and the voluntary notice are found to influence the evacuation 
decision. The findings from this study provide some key insights regarding hurricane 
evacuation decision in discrete time intervals. Such insights include: 
 Most of the evacuees prefer to evacuate on the last day before landfall. With 
increasing time from landfall, the evacuation rate decreases.  
 In a certain day, maximum people prefer to evacuate in the afternoon period, 
following time periods are morning, night and late night consequently.  
 The mandatory and the voluntary evacuation notices act as an accelerator for 
taking the evacuation decision. Proper management of evacuation notices is very 
important for ensuring a safe evacuation process.  
 Socio-economic characteristics such as the post graduate degree, living in a 






the evacuation decision positively. On the other hand, owning the house, higher 
numbers of household members influence the decision in a negative manner.  
 
In addition, from the agent based simulator, by implementing our dynamic demand model 
we accomplish the integration of behavioral models and traffic flow. These types of 
simulations are particularly useful in evacuation traffic analyses because they allow the 
development and the comparison of different evacuation plans under a variety of 
hypothetical emergency situations to assess and forecast traffic conditions and duration of 
evacuation. This will be helpful for the evacuation management people for implementing 
several policy level decisions during evacuation. From the simulation output, we get 
various demand profile under different number of households. These demand profiles 
match with our demand pattern. But if we change the dynamic information at different 
time intervals, then the pattern may vary. From this simulation we get the travel time for 
each vehicle, and can also get the idea of congestion.   
 
6.3 Recommendation for Future Work 
The proposed model of joint decision of evacuation and timing behavior would help 
practitioners and emergency planners to develop better evacuation policies. In this study, 
we consider dynamic information of the hurricane only. But the evacuation notices are 
also published at certain time. So these variables should also be considered as dynamic 
information.  But due to unavailability of this data, we are unable to follow that approach.  
While taking the decision whether to evacuate or not, we have considered unobserved 






The same hurricane will create different urgency among people. There is a method of 
capturing household’s complete risk perception using latent variable method. This 
method provides for explicit treatment of the psychological factors affecting the decision 
making process by modeling them as latent variables. Psychometric data, such as 
responses to attitudinal and perceptual survey questions, are used as indicators of the 
latent psychological factors (Ben-Akiva et al., 2002). After capturing a household’s risk 
perception, this latent variable can be used to examine the psychological factors on 
deciding to evacuate in general, rather than considering specific circumstances. In the 
simulation portion, we leave some decisions as random such as the destination. But with 
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APPENDIX.NLOGIT OUTPUT FOR JOINT MODEL 
Random Parameter Model 
 
--> RESET 
Initializing NLOGIT Version 4.0.1 (January 1, 2007). 
--> RESET 
Initializing NLOGIT Version 4.0.1 (January 1, 2007). 
--> LOAD;file="G:\mannering model try\MNL 
Hurricane\data_stacked_63328.lpj"$ 
.LPJ save file contained  126656 observations. 
This .LPJ file did not make full use of the data area. 
Data set is being rearranged to increase the number of 
variables that you can create.  This may take a minute 
or two.  Please wait. 
--> rplogit; lhs = X1;choices = evac, nonevac;model: 
    u(evac)= BEF6*X114+BEF12*X115+BEF18*X116+BEF24*X117+BEF30*X118 
    +BEF36*X119+BEF42*X120+BEF48*X121+BEF54*X122+BEF60*X123+BEF66*X124 
    +C4*cat4+C5*cat5+hcf*X7+FL*X93+LA*X95 
    +Veh*X28+Peop*X66+Chil*X67+Eld*X68 
    +own*X87+postgrad*X91+mobile*X84+mand*X98+volun*X99/ 
    u(nonevac)=NE*one 
    ; pds = X80 
    ; RPM; pts = 200; halton 
    ; fcn = mand(n), hcf(n) 
    ; Effects: 
X114(evac)/X115(evac)/X116(evac)/X117(evac)/X118(evac)/X119(ev... 
    
 X120(evac)/X121(evac)/X122(evac)/X123(evac)/X124(evac)/cat4(evac)/
cat5(e... 
    
 X7(evac)/X93(evac)/X95(evac)/X28(evac)/X66(evac)/X67(evac)/X68(eva
c)/ 
     X87(evac)/X91(evac)/X84(evac)/X98(evac)/X99(evac)  $ 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
| Discrete choice and multinomial logit models| 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
Normal exit from iterations. Exit status=0. 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
| Start values obtained using MNL model       | 
| Maximum Likelihood Estimates                | 
| Model estimated: Feb 01, 2013 at 02:47:07PM.| 
| Dependent variable               Choice     | 
| Weighting variable                 None     | 
| Number of observations            63328     | 
| Iterations completed                 42     | 
| Log likelihood function       -2998.579     | 
| Number of parameters                 26     | 
| Info. Criterion: AIC =           .09552     | 
|   Finite Sample: AIC =           .09552     | 
| Info. Criterion: BIC =           .09924     | 








| R2=1-LogL/LogL*  Log-L fncn  R-sqrd  RsqAdj | 
| Constants only   -4274.6572  .29852  .29821 | 
| Chi-squared[25]          =   2552.15718     | 
| Prob [ chi squared > value ] =   .00000     | 
| Response data are given as ind. choice.     | 




| Notes No coefficients=> P(i,j)=1/J(i).      | 
|       Constants only => P(i,j) uses ASCs    | 
|         only. N(j)/N if fixed choice set.   | 
|         N(j) = total sample frequency for j | 
|         N    = total sample frequency.      | 
|       These 2 models are simple MNL models. | 
|       R-sqrd = 1 - LogL(model)/logL(other)  | 
|       RsqAdj=1-[nJ/(nJ-nparm)]*(1-R-sqrd)   | 
|         nJ   = sum over i, choice set sizes | 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
+--------+--------------+----------------+--------+--------+ 
|Variable| Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z]| 
+--------+--------------+----------------+--------+--------+ 
 MAND    |     .52960365       .09826599     5.389   .0000 
 HCF     |     .04281828       .04306622      .994   .3201 
 BEF6    |    4.49841204       .46248896     9.727   .0000 
 BEF12   |    4.99563419       .45212287    11.049   .0000 
 BEF18   |    4.53030807       .45099565    10.045   .0000 
 BEF24   |    3.48864973       .45713231     7.632   .0000 
 BEF30   |    2.81239743       .46587829     6.037   .0000 
 BEF36   |    3.13121545       .38094285     8.220   .0000 
 BEF42   |    3.14858646       .32291834     9.750   .0000 
 BEF48   |    1.90637681       .38629882     4.935   .0000 
 BEF54   |     .40223246       .49592087      .811   .4173 
 BEF60   |     .65141914       .46275648     1.408   .1592 
 BEF66   |    1.34243122       .39804336     3.373   .0007 
 C4      |   -3.35213333       .52327645    -6.406   .0000 
 C5      |   -3.67368571       .57554692    -6.383   .0000 
 FL      |    -.16023833       .10143096    -1.580   .1142 
 LA      |     .29681881       .09152138     3.243   .0012 
 VEH     |    1.02058754       .03176182    32.133   .0000 
 PEOP    |    -.23743057       .05243001    -4.529   .0000 
 CHIL    |     .28342140       .06065271     4.673   .0000 
 ELD     |     .33520236       .10608468     3.160   .0016 
 OWN     |    -.41529733       .11896666    -3.491   .0005 
 POSTGRAD|     .29700291       .09813982     3.026   .0025 
 MOBILE  |     .30695227       .13797389     2.225   .0261 
 VOLUN   |     .48147167       .09502504     5.067   .0000 
 NE      |    5.32332218       .55258602     9.633   .0000 
 
Normal exit from iterations. Exit status=0. 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
| Random Parameters Logit Model               | 
| Maximum Likelihood Estimates                | 
| Model estimated: Feb 01, 2013 at 05:48:11PM.| 
| Dependent variable                   X1     | 
| Weighting variable                 None     | 
| Number of observations            63328     | 
| Iterations completed                 41     | 
| Log likelihood function       -2926.410     | 
| Number of parameters                 28     | 
| Info. Criterion: AIC =           .09331     | 






| Info. Criterion: BIC =           .09731     | 
| Info. Criterion:HQIC =           .09455     | 
| Restricted log likelihood     -43895.62     | 
| McFadden Pseudo R-squared      .9333325     | 
| Chi squared                    81938.43     | 
| Degrees of freedom                   28     | 
| Prob[ChiSqd > value] =         .0000000     | 
| R2=1-LogL/LogL*  Log-L fncn  R-sqrd  RsqAdj | 
| No coefficients -43895.6247  .93333  .93330 | 
| Constants only   -4274.6572  .31540  .31510 | 
| At start values  -2998.5787  .02407  .02364 | 
| Response data are given as ind. choice.     | 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
| Notes No coefficients=> P(i,j)=1/J(i).      | 
|       Constants only => P(i,j) uses ASCs    | 
|         only. N(j)/N if fixed choice set.   | 
|         N(j) = total sample frequency for j | 
|         N    = total sample frequency.      | 
|       These 2 models are simple MNL models. | 
|       R-sqrd = 1 - LogL(model)/logL(other)  | 
|       RsqAdj=1-[nJ/(nJ-nparm)]*(1-R-sqrd)   | 




| Random Parameters Logit Model               | 
| Replications for simulated probs. = 200     | 
| Halton sequences used for simulations       | 
| ------------------------------------------- | 
| RPL model with panel has 1887 groups.       | 
| Variable number of obs./group =X80          | 
| Random parameters model was specified       | 
| ------------------------------------------- | 
| Number of obs.= 63328, skipped   0 bad obs. | 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
+--------+--------------+----------------+--------+--------+ 
|Variable| Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z]| 
+--------+--------------+----------------+--------+--------+ 
---------+Random parameters in utility functions 
 MAND    |    1.01256751       .22378021     4.525   .0000 
 HCF     |    -.08582372       .05142992    -1.669   .0952 
---------+Nonrandom parameters in utility functions 
 BEF6    |    8.50748495       .88110412     9.655   .0000 
 BEF12   |    8.61456300       .83145077    10.361   .0000 
 BEF18   |    7.56660347       .76462294     9.896   .0000 
 BEF24   |    6.04998683       .71542537     8.456   .0000 
 BEF30   |    5.14539381       .69584470     7.394   .0000 
 BEF36   |    5.41876319       .63179889     8.577   .0000 
 BEF42   |    5.11661402       .54576777     9.375   .0000 
 BEF48   |    3.35746006       .53336949     6.295   .0000 
 BEF54   |    1.56603450       .59499752     2.632   .0085 
 BEF60   |    1.68696849       .55507187     3.039   .0024 
 BEF66   |    2.16214099       .47895016     4.514   .0000 
 C4      |   -7.58239632       .93885205    -8.076   .0000 
 C5      |   -7.89243320       .97800815    -8.070   .0000 
 FL      |    -.28549378       .19863784    -1.437   .1506 
 LA      |     .64656593       .19663806     3.288   .0010 
 VEH     |    2.37873443       .21637360    10.994   .0000 
 PEOP    |    -.27648420       .08075939    -3.424   .0006 
 CHIL    |     .35841285       .10388306     3.450   .0006 
 ELD     |     .68846211       .22900075     3.006   .0026 






 POSTGRAD|     .49719209       .20124061     2.471   .0135 
 MOBILE  |     .50041357       .29454728     1.699   .0893 
 VOLUN   |     .75936405       .18632620     4.075   .0000 
 NE      |    4.50205139       .65670856     6.855   .0000 
---------+Derived standard deviations of parameter distributions 
 NsMAND  |    1.42659492       .31918330     4.470   .0000 
 NsHCF   |     .14094294       .01771910     7.954   .0000 
 
 
Elasticities of Random Parameter 
 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X114     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .2613    1.3531   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0135     .1806   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X115     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .2714    1.3661   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0232     .2512   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X116     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .2739    1.3110   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0217     .2210   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X117     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .2510    1.1411   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0129     .1375   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X118     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .2276    1.0098   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0085     .0965   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X119     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 






| *     Choice=EVAC               .2340    1.0278   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0105     .1044   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X120     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .2264     .9694   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0096     .0870   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X121     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1600     .6684   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0028     .0283   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X122     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0779     .3221   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0006     .0068   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X123     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0839     .3463   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0007     .0076   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X124     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1060     .4377   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0011     .0116   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is CAT4     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC             -3.4005    3.4002   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .1170     .4488   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is CAT5     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 






| *     Choice=EVAC             -2.3920    3.3726   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0198     .0957   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X7       in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC              3.0060    2.0569   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0021     .1284   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X93      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC              -.1112     .1324   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0012     .0072   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X95      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1363     .2389   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0051     .0277   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X28      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .9613    1.5458   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.1098     .4974   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X66      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC              -.7330     .5078   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0174     .0625   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X67      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .2149     .3309   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0060     .0307   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X68      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 






| *     Choice=EVAC               .0514     .1929   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0012     .0183   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X87      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC              -.6519     .2651   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0141     .0482   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X91      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0625     .1528   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0019     .0148   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X84      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0230     .0966   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0009     .0094   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X98      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .2486     .6358   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0092     .0360   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X99      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1448     .2743   | 




Fixed Parameters Model 
 
--> RESET 
Initializing NLOGIT Version 4.0.1 (January 1, 2007). 
--> RESET 
Initializing NLOGIT Version 4.0.1 (January 1, 2007). 
--> LOAD;file="D:\Tawfiq\Research_Jan\mannering_model_try\MNL 
Hurricane\data_... 
.LPJ save file contained  126656 observations. 
This .LPJ file did not make full use of the data area. 






variables that you can create.  This may take a minute 
or two.  Please wait. 
--> nlogit; lhs = X1;choices = evac, nonevac;model: 
    u(evac)= BEF6*X114+BEF12*X115+BEF18*X116+BEF24*X117+BEF30*X118 
    +BEF36*X119+BEF42*X120+BEF48*X121+BEF54*X122+BEF60*X123+BEF66*X124 
    +C4*cat4+C5*cat5+hcf*X7+FL*X93+LA*X95 
    +Veh*X28+Peop*X66+Chil*X67+Eld*X68 
    +own*X87+postgrad*X91+mobile*X84+mand*X98+volun*X99/ 
    u(nonevac)=NE*one 
    ; pds = X80 
    ; Effects: X114(evac)/X115(evac)/X116(evac)/X117(evac)/X118(evac)/ 
     X119(evac)/X120(evac)/X121(evac)/X122(evac)/X123(evac)/X124(evac)/ 
     cat4(evac)/cat5(evac)/X7(evac)/X93(evac)/X95(evac)/X28(evac)/ 
     X66(evac)/X67(evac)/X68(evac)/X87(evac)/X91(evac)/ 
     X84(evac)/X98(evac)/X99(evac)  $ 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
| Discrete choice and multinomial logit models| 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
Normal exit from iterations. Exit status=0. 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
| Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model   | 
| Maximum Likelihood Estimates                | 
| Model estimated: Feb 07, 2013 at 04:06:20PM.| 
| Dependent variable               Choice     | 
| Weighting variable                 None     | 
| Number of observations            63328     | 
| Iterations completed                  9     | 
| Log likelihood function       -2998.579     | 
| Number of parameters                 26     | 
| Info. Criterion: AIC =           .09552     | 
|   Finite Sample: AIC =           .09552     | 
| Info. Criterion: BIC =           .09924     | 
| Info. Criterion:HQIC =           .09667     | 
| R2=1-LogL/LogL*  Log-L fncn  R-sqrd  RsqAdj | 
| Constants only   -4274.6572  .29852  .29823 | 
| Chi-squared[25]          =   2552.15718     | 
| Prob [ chi squared > value ] =   .00000     | 
| Response data are given as ind. choice.     | 




| Notes No coefficients=> P(i,j)=1/J(i).      | 
|       Constants only => P(i,j) uses ASCs    | 
|         only. N(j)/N if fixed choice set.   | 
|         N(j) = total sample frequency for j | 
|         N    = total sample frequency.      | 
|       These 2 models are simple MNL models. | 
|       R-sqrd = 1 - LogL(model)/logL(other)  | 
|       RsqAdj=1-[nJ/(nJ-nparm)]*(1-R-sqrd)   | 
|         nJ   = sum over i, choice set sizes | 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
+--------+--------------+----------------+--------+--------+ 
|Variable| Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z]| 
+--------+--------------+----------------+--------+--------+ 
 BEF6    |    4.49841210       .46248896     9.727   .0000 
 BEF12   |    4.99563425       .45212287    11.049   .0000 
 BEF18   |    4.53030812       .45099565    10.045   .0000 
 BEF24   |    3.48864979       .45713231     7.632   .0000 
 BEF30   |    2.81239744       .46587830     6.037   .0000 
 BEF36   |    3.13121549       .38094285     8.220   .0000 
 BEF42   |    3.14858650       .32291834     9.750   .0000 






 BEF54   |     .40223246       .49592087      .811   .4173 
 BEF60   |     .65141911       .46275649     1.408   .1592 
 BEF66   |    1.34243120       .39804336     3.373   .0007 
 C4      |   -3.35213342       .52327645    -6.406   .0000 
 C5      |   -3.67368579       .57554692    -6.383   .0000 
 HCF     |     .04281828       .04306622      .994   .3201 
 FL      |    -.16023831       .10143096    -1.580   .1142 
 LA      |     .29681880       .09152138     3.243   .0012 
 VEH     |    1.02058755       .03176182    32.133   .0000 
 PEOP    |    -.23743057       .05243001    -4.529   .0000 
 CHIL    |     .28342140       .06065271     4.673   .0000 
 ELD     |     .33520236       .10608468     3.160   .0016 
 OWN     |    -.41529735       .11896666    -3.491   .0005 
 POSTGRAD|     .29700290       .09813982     3.026   .0025 
 MOBILE  |     .30695226       .13797389     2.225   .0261 
 MAND    |     .52960362       .09826599     5.389   .0000 
 VOLUN   |     .48147169       .09502504     5.067   .0000 
 NE      |    5.32332221       .55258602     9.633   .0000 
 
 
Elasticities of Fixed parameter 
 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X114     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1644     .8336   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0047     .0569   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X115     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1933     .9398   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0115     .1119   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X116     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1958     .9003   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0106     .0981   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X117     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1674     .7367   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0044     .0447   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X118     in choice EVAC              | 






| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1408     .6087   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0022     .0239   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X119     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1616     .6851   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0039     .0377   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X120     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1710     .7043   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0048     .0434   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X121     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1086     .4401   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0008     .0085   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X122     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0232     .0936   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0000     .0005   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X123     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0377     .1519   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0001     .0010   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X124     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0780     .3132   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0004     .0040   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is CAT4     in choice EVAC              | 






| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC             -1.7346    1.6442   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0363     .1344   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is CAT5     in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC             -1.2793    1.7460   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0041     .0212   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X7       in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .7509     .1996   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0079     .0239   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X93      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC              -.0674     .0786   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0005     .0025   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X95      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0763     .1283   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0014     .0084   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X28      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .6423    1.0433   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0270     .1462   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X66      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC              -.7223     .4413   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0096     .0350   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 






| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .2000     .3003   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0031     .0168   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X68      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0290     .1072   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0004     .0061   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X87      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC              -.3682     .1254   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC            .0046     .0159   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X91      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0444     .1050   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0007     .0058   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X84      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0173     .0701   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0004     .0039   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X98      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .0838     .1908   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0022     .0145   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
| Elasticity             averaged over observations.| 
| Attribute is X99      in choice EVAC              | 
| Effects on probabilities of all choices in model: | 
| * = Direct Elasticity effect of the attribute.    | 
|                                  Mean    St.Dev   | 
| *     Choice=EVAC               .1085     .1992   | 
|       Choice=NONEVAC           -.0019     .0115   | 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 
 
